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Abstract: Nitrogen ions pumped by intense femtosecond laser pulses present an optical gain
at 391.4 nm, evident by energy amplification of an injected resonant seeding pulse. We report
a time-resolved measurement of the amplification process with seeding pulses having varying
intensities. It is found that the amplification factor depends on the intensity of the seeding pulse and
the effective temporal window for the optical gain becomes longer by applying more intense seeding
pulses. These two features are in sharp contrast with classic pump-probe experiments, pinpointing the
crucial role of macroscopic coherence and its dynamics during the lasing process. We further measure
the temporal profile of the amplified emission for seeding pulse injected at different time delays.
A complicated temporal behavior is observed, which highlights the nature of the superfluorescence.

Keywords: superfluorescence; optical amplification; air lasing

1. Introduction

Nitrogen molecules in ambient air pumped by intense femtosecond laser pulses emit coherent
radiation at 391.4 nm and 427.8 nm in the forward direction [1–9]. These two wavelengths correspond
to the B2Σ+

u (ν
′ = 0) −X2Σ+

g (ν = 0, 1) transition of ionic nitrogen molecules, where ν′ and ν are the
vibration quantum number of the upper and lower electronic levels. This forward coherent emission
was first discovered using mid-infrared pump pulse tuned between 1.1 to 2.6 µm [1]. Later, it was
observed with pump pulses at other wavelengths, including 1.5 µm [2], 1.03 µm [3], 800 nm [4–8],
as well as 400 nm [9]. Very recently, X. Zhang et al. reported that backward emission at 391.4 nm
can also be observed by optimizing the focal geometry [10]. These coherent emissions from nitrogen
ions, together with those from excited neutral nitrogen molecules [11–13], Ar atoms [14], as well as
photon-dissociated O atoms [15,16] and N atoms [17], have been coined as “air lasing” with the view
that ambient air or the main components of air serve as the medium for optical gain in a cavity-free
manner. Air lasing has drawn much attention over the past 10 years since it holds the unique potential
to generate coherent optical beams from the sky to the ground, which may open the door for remote
optical sensing with coherent laser spectroscopy [18–20]. Among the different methods of air lasing,
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the lasing action of N+
2 has been extensively investigated due to the rich physics involved. At present,

the origin of the optical gain of N+
2 is still under debate and many different interpretations have been

proposed [1,5–8,21–25].
Examination of this optical gain in the temporal domain has provided valuable insights into the

underlying mechanism [7]. This is done by injecting an external seeding pulse into the nitrogen gas
plasma after the main pump pulse. In the first measurement of the temporal dynamics of the optical
gain, it was found that the optical gain lasts for more than 100 ps, under the experimental condition
of 180 mbar nitrogen gas, incident pulse energy of Ein = 1.9 mJ focused by a lens with focal length
f = 40 cm [7]. Later, under similar experimental conditions, the optical gain was found to last for less
than 10 ps [26,27], in an obvious contradiction with the earlier results. Recently, Britton and co-workers
performed the gain dynamics measurement for gas cell and gas jet [28]. They reported that the decay
process of the gain depends sensitively on the concentration of the N2. The underlying reasons for
these above contradictory experimental observations remain unclear.

So far, the physics of this gain dynamics measurement was understood in the framework of classic
pump-probe experiments, where the probe pulse measures the optical gain within a leading-order
assumption, i.e., the probe pulse is weak enough and does not affect the temporal evolution of the
optical gain and the lasing process. However, recent experimental evidences have shown that this
391.4 nm emission is of the nature of superfluorescence, a cooperative radiation process where the built
up of macroscopic coherence plays a crucial role [27,29]. In particular, it has been observed that the
probe pulse stimulates the macroscopic coherence and accelerates the 391.4 nm emission in real-time
domain [27]. Therefore, the seed pulse should no longer be considered a weak probe as in classic
pump-probe experiments. Its role in the development of the gain dynamics and lasing process needs
to be clarified.

In this work, we report on measurements of the amplification ratios, the gain dynamics, as well
as the temporal profile of the lasing signal with varying seeding pulses intensities. We find that the
amplification factor, and thus the optical gain g, depends on the intensity of the incident seeding
pulse. Moreover, it is observed that more intense seeding pulse leads to a longer temporal window
of optical gain. These evidently highlight the distinction of the seeding pulse from a probe in classic
pump-probe experiments. To gain insight into the amplified signal at different pump-seeding delays
τP−S, we further examine the temporal profile of the lasing signal for different delays between the
pulse and seeding pulses. A strong and accelerated emission is observed for short τP−S less than 8 ps.
The above features can be understood in the framework of superfluorescence, instead of a classic
pump-probe technique.

2. Experimental Setup

In our experiments, femtosecond laser pulses from a Ti: Sapphire Chirped Pulses Amplification
system is used. The laser system delivers 35 fs laser pulses with central wavelength at 796 nm and
maximum pulse energy of 12 mJ at a 1 kHz repetition rate. The beam diameter is about 11 mm at
1/e2 level of fluence. The main experimental setup is schematically shown in Figure 1. The laser
beam was first split into three arms by two dielectric beam splitters. One beam with pulse energy of
1.9 mJ was used as the pump pulse to generate a plasma filament in nitrogen gas. Pulses of second
arm are up-converted in a β-BBO crystal to generate its second harmonic with central wavelength
around 398 nm. A 10-nm bandwidth interference filter was used to select a seeding pulse around
390 nm. The seeding pulse was adjusted to have a horizontal polarization, parallel to that of the pump
beam. The temporal delay τP−S between the pump and seeding pulse was controlled by a mechanical
delay line. The co-propagating pump and seeding pulses are focused by a convex lens with a focal
length of 30 cm. The focused pump laser creates a plasma channel inside the gas chamber filled with
pure nitrogen at pressure of 50 mbar. The forward emission from the plasma is spectrally filtered by
proper optical filters to eliminate the residual strong 800 nm pulse and the radiation below 450 nm
was collected by a convex lens of f = 10 cm into the tip of an optical fiber connected to a spectrometer.
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To perform time-resolved measurements of the lasing emission, the forward 391.4 nm emission and a
third weak 796 nm probe pulses are focused together onto a sum frequency generation BBO crystal to
produce an optical signal at 263 nm. Recording the 263 nm signal as a function of the delay between the
391.4 nm optical signal and the probe pulse provide a cross-correlation measurement of the forward
lasing emission.
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Figure 2. (a) Spectra of the 391.4 nm emission obtained in the presence of the pump pulse only (black), 

and both pump and seeding pulses (red). The spectrum of the seeding pulse is also shown (gray). (b) 

The spectral intensity of the amplified 391.4 nm signal (black), the amplification ratio as a function of 

the seeding pulse spectral intensity (red). 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. The femtosecond laser pulses are focused by an f = 30 cm into the gas
chamber to form a plasma filament. To measure the gain dynamics, the emission from the plasma is
collected into a fiber spectrometer after proper filtering. For time-resolved measurement, the forward
391.4 nm emission and the probe pulse are focused onto the sum-frequency generation BBO crystal and
the SFG signal at 263 nm are recorded as a function of the delay between the 391.4 nm emission and the
probe pulse. (DM: dichroic mirror).

3. Results

In Figure 2a, we first present the amplification of an external seeding pulse injected inside the
nitrogen gas plasma. The lasing emission produced by the pump pulse itself is not strong in this case.
When the seeding pulse (gray line) was injected at a proper time delay, a significant amplification
can be observed at 391.4 nm (red line). The amplification ratio, defined as S = Iamp/Iseed, is 38 for
this result. Here Iamp and Iseed denote the spectral intensity of the 391.4 nm spectral component after
amplification and that of the seeding pulse, respectively. We then measured the amplified 391.4 nm
signal as a function of the spectral intensity of the seeding pulse, as presented in Figure 2b (black line).
By increasing the seed pulse intensity, the amplified 391.4 nm emission is seen to be strongly enhanced.
In the meantime, we notice that the amplification tends to saturate when gradually increasing the
seed intensity. The amplification factor as a function of the seeding pulse intensity is also presented in
Figure 2b (red line). The amplification factor is of the order of 10,000 for weak seed pulse, while it
decreases rapidly until close to ~100 by increasing the seeding pulse intensity.
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Figure 2. (a) Spectra of the 391.4 nm emission obtained in the presence of the pump pulse only (black), 

and both pump and seeding pulses (red). The spectrum of the seeding pulse is also shown (gray). (b) 
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Figure 2. (a) Spectra of the 391.4 nm emission obtained in the presence of the pump pulse only (black),
and both pump and seeding pulses (red). The spectrum of the seeding pulse is also shown (gray).
(b) The spectral intensity of the amplified 391.4 nm signal (black), the amplification ratio as a function
of the seeding pulse spectral intensity (red).
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We further measured the 391.4 nm gain dynamics with various spectral intensities of seed pulse.
The experimental results are presented in Figure 3. The intensity ratio of the seed pulse in Figure 3a–d
is 78.1: 0.52: 0.12: 0.006. For strong seeding pulse, the effective temporal window for amplification
τgain (defined as 10% of the maximum intensity) is long, close to 10 ps in Figure 3a. In contrast,
this temporal window becomes less than 1 ps in the case of very weak seeding pulse, as depicted in
Figure 3d. For intermediate intensity of the seeding pulse, τgain increases as the seeding pulse becomes
stronger. These observations provide a clue for the contradictory results presented previously where
different τgain have been reported under similar pumping conditions [7,26,27]. This is because the
intensity of the seeding pulse can change in different experimental campaigns of the same group or
vary significantly in experiments of different research groups.
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Figure 3. Amplified 391.4 nm signal as a function of the delay between pump and seeding pulses,
for various energies of seeding pulses. The relative energies of the seeding pulse in (a–d) are 78.1: 0.52:
0.12: 0.006.

To gain insight into the temporal profile of the amplified emission at different τP−S, we performed
the time-resolved measurements of the emission using cross-correlation method based on the
sum-frequency generation inside a BBO crystal [26,29]. The results are displayed in Figure 4.
The pump pulse is set at zero delay and eight different values of pump-seed delay τP−S have
been chosen, where positive τP−S denotes the situation that the seeding pulse comes after the pump
pulse. For negative delays where the seeding pulse irradiates the nitrogen gas before the 800 nm pump
pulse, the seeding pulse has no influence on the 391.4 nm emission. The 391.4 nm emission created
by the 800 nm pump itself reaches the maximum intensity ~3 ps after the pump pulse, giving rise
to a pulse with duration of ~2 ps. When the seeding pulse comes slightly after the pump pulse
(τP−S = 1 ps), a strongly amplified emission is observed, with the built-up time being significantly
suppressed. For increasing delay τP−S, the emission intensity decreases and the pulse becomes longer.
For the situation where the seeding pulse substantially lags the pump pulse, i.e., τP−S = 11 ps, it has no
influence on the emission since the superfluorescence process already terminates before its arrival.
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Figure 4. Temporal profile of the forward emission at 391.4 nm for different delays between the pump
and seeding pulses. These measurements correspond to Figure 3b, where the seed intensity is 0.52 arb.
units. The time delays between the pump and seeding pulse are listed in the figure. The zero delay
along the horizontal axis is defined with respect to the 800 nm pump laser pulse.

4. Discussion

How should we understand the dependence of the effective gain lifetime τgain on the intensity of
the seeding pulse? In a classic laser system without involving the coherence, the optical gain is directly
proportional to the density of the molecules showing population inversion, g = ∆nB21 f (ν)hν/c. Here,
∆n = n2 − n1 is the population inversion density, B21, f(ν), h, ν are the Einstein coefficient, the lineshape
of the considered transition, the Planck constant, and the transition frequency, respectively. In this
case, an externally injected resonant seeding pulse does not affect the population dynamics. Therefore,
the dynamics of the optical gain can be directly measured by recording the amplified laser energy as a
function of the delay between the pump and seeding pulses [30,31].

In the current N+
2 study, population inversion between the electronic states B2Σ+

u and X2Σ+
g is

indicated to be unnecessary and the macroscopic coherence actually plays an essential role [24,32,33].
Time-resolved measurements have shown that the built-up time and the duration of the amplified
391.4 nm emission, as well as its peak intensity, present a characteristic dependence on gas pressure,
indicating the superfluorescence nature [27,29]. Superfluorescence is divided into different regimes
depending on several parameters, including the characteristic delay time τD and the collision dephasing
time T2, where a competition between the coherence build-up and the decoherence process is
crucial [34,35]. It turns out that the injection of an external seeding pulse can accelerate and enhance
the microscopic coherence [27,32,36], by means of a non-perturbative effect on the quantum dynamics
of nitrogen ions. To understand qualitatively the behaviors in Figure 3, we adopt a two-level model for
the N+

2 system, where level 1 and level 2 refer to the ground state X2Σ+
g and the excited state B2Σ+

u ,
respectively. We assume the initial populations ρ11(0) and ρ22(0) at t = 0 after the 800 nm pump pulse
passes through the medium, whereas the initial coherence ρ12(0) can be properly neglected due to the
weak superfluorescence without the seed. Let Es(t) denote the envelope of the seeding pulse, and the
molecule-field interaction is of the dipolar form −µ

(
Es(t)e−iωt + c.c.

)
/2. Assuming the center frequency

of the seeding field in resonance with the electronic transition, i.e., ω = ω12, one can find the equation
of motion for the density matrix under the rotating-wave approximation:

∂ρ12

∂t
= −iωρ12 − i

℘Es

} (ρ11 − ρ22) (1)
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where ℘ is the dipole moment. By defining ρ12 = σ12e−iωt we have

∂σ12

∂t
= −i

℘Es

} (ρ11 − ρ22) (2)

The seeding field is ultrashort with a temporal width ∆. It locates at time τP−S with respect
to the pump pulse. Given the seeding pulse of ~ 0.1 nJ level energy in our experiments, the peak
electric field Es is correspondingly of the order 107 V/m. As a result, the Rabi frequency ℘Es/} is of
the order 1011 s−1, given the dipole moment ℘ ≈ 6.6 × 10−30 C·m between B2Σ+

u and X2Σ+
g states.

In the limit ℘Es∆/} � 1, one can integrate Equation (2) up to the first-order expansion with the
molecule-field coupling, and it follows the expression of the coherence after the passage of the seeding
field (t = τP−S + ∆):

σ12
(
τp−s + ∆

)
≈ −i℘}

[
ρ11

(
τp−s

)
− ρ22

(
τp−s

)] ∫ τps+∆
τps−∆ Es(t′)dt′e−iωτp−s

∝

[
ρ11

(
τp−s

)
− ρ22

(
τp−s

)]
A

(3)

where A =
∫ τp−s+∆
τp−s−∆ Es(t′)dt′ is the area of the seeding pulse. Therefore, the amplitude of the coherence

σ12 induced by the seeding pulse depends on the population distribution in the medium at the delay
τp−s and the seeding field intensity.

It is known that in the superfluorescence, the characteristic delay time τD of the emission is
inversely proportional to the macroscopic coherence in the system, i.e., τD ∝ 1/σ12 [35,37]. Nevertheless,
collision dephasing of the dipoles leads to decay of the coherence, as characterized by the dephasing
time T2. The superfluoresence can occur when the coherence is built up within the time τD before
its decay by collisions, i.e., τD < T2 [35,37]. Therefore, one finds that with the injection of seeding
pulse, the superfluorescence can be formed when σ12 > const./T2. As a result, we can see that a
stronger seeding pulse can lead to satisfaction of the above criterion at longer delay τp−s. This explains
qualitatively the longer temporal window for the optical gain observed in experiments using more
intense seeding pulses (Figure 3).

The above analysis shines new light on the understanding of the results shown in Figure 4.
With negative τp−s, where the seeding pulse precedes the pump laser, the nitrogen ions give rise
to superfluorescence, owing to the spontaneous emission photons from the plasma or the second
harmonic generated inside the plasma. This superfluorescence peaks around ~3 ps and terminates
around ~8 ps. When the seeding pulse enters the nitrogen plasma after its creation and before the
accomplishments of the superfluorescence (τp−s < 8 ps), the seeding pulse strongly enhances the
superfluorescence, accompanied by a reduction of the superfluorescence, accompanied by a reduction
of the τD. If the seeding pulses comes later than 8 ps in current experiments, it has no influence on
the superfluorescence and induces no amplification since it can no longer provoke built-up of the
macroscopic coherence.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we measured the amplified 391.4 nm emission from N+
2 ions pumped by 800 nm

femtosecond laser pulses, in the presence of an external seeding pulse having various intensities.
Several features of this amplification process are revealed. (1) The experimentally deduced optical gain
strongly depends on the seeding pulse intensity; (2) The “gain dynamics” named previously show a
dependence on the intensity of the seeding pulse; (3) The amplified signal exhibits the temporal profiles
varying with pump-seed delays. These observations provide a unified explanation for the results
as to the gain dynamics causing ambiguity before. More importantly, they suggest that the seeding
pulse here may not be considered a weak probe as in the classic pump-probe experiment, going much
beyond the perturbative approach, which had been mostly studied before. Instead, a full consideration
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of how the superfluorescence process is formed is necessary when one employs a seeding pulse in such
experiments. This non-perturbative effects brings up a challenge for the theory, as a hard-core problem.
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